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Overview
Manage Risks. Envisage Success.
With rising business complexities as well as uncertainties, challenges in managing commercial exposures, stakeholders
across the commodity trading landscape are facing a barrage of risks. These risks only seem to be increasing exponentially
with growing compliance and regulatory oversight.

New-age Risk Management
The rising exposures and vulnerabilities are eroding proﬁtability and damaging the ability of commodity trading businesses
to implement strategic plans and growth initiatives. Consequently, it has become indispensable to leverage an efﬁcient risk
management platform to address the numerous exposures inherent in the commodity trading businesses.

About CommodityPro
CommodityPro is a risk management platform that analyses a wide range of risks and deploys agile solutions for businesses
across various industries. By offering our technology excellence and risk management expertise, we deliver sustained
long-term value to commodity trading businesses.

The CommodityPro Advantage
With CommodityPro, you get access to customized risk reporting mechanisms that help you accurately recognize, quantify,
and manage risks across your business operations.
Our efﬁcient commodity trading risk management software is built on the foundation of rapid realization of our customers’
business objectives.
We aim to deliver a high return on investment with minimal risk and disruption through state-of-the-art technology and
make your business resilient to unexpected market challenges.

Operational Risks
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Operational Risks

Counterparty Risks

Market Risks

Liquidity and
Financing Risks

Country Risks

Insurance Risks

IT Risks

Agricultural Risks

Regulatory &
Compliance Risks
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Control Risk Exposures in Trading
Risk management has remained a critical differentiator of business performance across the commodity trading landscape
today. Formulating effective risk control strategies has become necessary to manage commercial exposures prevalent in
the commodity trading business. CommodityPro offers a comprehensive package of risk management solutions to help you
address various complexities and exposures across your business operations.

Risk Management and Trading

Logistics

Manage End-to-end Trade Lifecycle

Complete Control Over Freight Management

Risk Analysis and Valuation

Auto-generated Logistics Analytics Reports

Commodity Price Risk Management

Stock Transfer and Warehouse Management

Optimized Control Over Company Dossiers

Inventory and Location Management

Financial Control
Tackle Counterparty and Credit Risks Efﬁciently
Simpliﬁed Working Capital Management
Automatic Allocation of Invoices
Foreign Currency Fluctuations

Supply Chain
Accurately Manage Storage, Freight and Insurance
Automated Stock Tracking
Enhanced Resource Utilization
Better Decision-making
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Business Documentation
Auto-generate Documents and Certiﬁcates
Mitigate All Compliance Concerns
Templates for Covering Letter, Export
Presentations, etc
Organized Documentation Management

Analytics and Intelligence
Intelligent Risk Exposure Insights
Personalised Risk Assessment Reports
Get Enterprise-wide Analytics Support
Analyse Credit Risk Concentrations
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Delivering Excellence through
Effective Value Offerings
In the wake of an ever-changing risk environment, companies are faced with increasing exposures across their trading
operations. Consequently, CommodityPro is introducing improved approaches to manage risks and create value.
CommodityPro’s risk reporting dashboards along with analytics and intelligence capabilities encourage data-based
decision making. Similarly, the use of risk analytics reports, third-party tools, as well as artiﬁcial intelligence and machine
learning enable businesses to counter risk exposures more efﬁciently and quickly.
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Data Analytics and Business Intelligence

Third-party Integrations

Access to data and the ability to synthesize, analyze and

CommodityPro’s risk management platform can be

manage can be vital when it comes to managing critical

integrated with a range of business tools to make your

commodity trading risks and exposures. Improve

commodity trading operations seamless and hassle-free.

scheduling of operations and tackle business-related

This enables us to efﬁciently support you across the entire

uncertainties with informative, actionable insights.

spectrum of your commodity trading operations. ERP

CommodityPro’s data analytics and business intelligence

systems, accounting software, shipment tracking tools, or

capabilities enable better management of trading

payment management platforms - all can be integrated on

operations with evidence-based decision-making.

our risk management platform.

Customized Risk Analytics Reports

PowerBI Reporting Dashboard

Assess underlying risks more accurately and make your

React swiftly to market opportunities by translating data

commodity trading operations more efﬁcient with

from numerous information sources into useful graphs and

CommodityPro’s customized risk analytics reports. Our

charts with our PowerBI reporting capabilities. With

risk analytics reports provide actionable insights that are

graphical data representation and real-time reports, we

driven by various risk metrics. Our reporting capabilities

help you visualize data better and unlock key business

assist businesses in setting their own credit limits to

insights quickly and effectively. We also empower you with

manage credit utilization more effectively. We make risk

enhanced geotagging and mapping capabilities to expedite

reporting easier for you by helping you capitalize on the

your business growth with optimized decision-making.

latest technology trends.

Reporting Capabilities

Potential for Integrating AI and ML
Frameworks

CommodityPro’s risk management platform enables you

Incorporate artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning into

to have a robust control environment with the right

your commodity trading business operations to reduce risk

trading support to ensure accurate reporting with

exposures with optimized trading workﬂows. With AI and

reduced risk of exposures. By providing auto-generated

ML integration, CommodityPro provides practical and

reports, we help in speeding up your business processes

tangible solutions to enhance the effectiveness of your

while also ensuring increased regulatory compliance and

commodity trading operations. It also helps us facilitate

improved efﬁciency.

businesses with meaningful insights, transparent
data-driven escalation, and focused decision making.
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Why CommodityPro
CommodityPro helps businesses revamp their risk management systems by improving process controls and
reporting frameworks with high-tech integration. By enhancing insight, efﬁciency, scalability, and resource
utilisation, we help in carrying out more accurate risk management, thereby improving business proﬁtability.
CommodityPro also helps you facilitate your administrative and operational needs digitally by seamlessly handling
employee leaves, advance claims, and reimbursements. By helping you optimize your asset registration and
requisition activities, we ensure efﬁcient resource planning for you.

End-to-end Trade Risk Management
High-tech Integration
AI and ML Frameworks
Affordable and Easy-to-use
Customized Analytics Reports
Global Presence
Complete Scalability
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Industries We Cater to
CommodityPro serves as the perfect trading and risk management platform helping businesses across various
industries to manage their commodity trading operations. We help organizations from the agri-commodity, metal,
mineral and energy industries to successfully protect their margins and proﬁts.
Our risk management platform offers industry-leading trade support and exposure management to a wide range of
commodity trading businesses. By effectively optimizing trading and risk management workﬂows, we aid the
growth of small, mid-sized as well as large scale industries.

Accurate and complete view of exposures
Efﬁcient management of enterprise risks
Solutions for businesses of all sizes
End-to-end visibility of operations
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Contact Us
Unwavering Commitment to Risk Management
CommodityPro can deploy agile solutions to perfectly match customer priorities and help you optimize
risk management across your commodity trading operations.

Get in touch with us.
Address :
603 A, Dhantak Plaza, Makwana Road, Marol, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400059.

Call: +91 721 903 0666 | Corporate: info@technogen.net
www.commoditypro.net

